
Don’t let your memories fade 

Reminiscing Provides Health and Social Benefits

Give your pics and docs the                     Fix!

Challenge your brain …the more you stimulate and challenge your brain—and the 
earlier you begin that stimulation—the more of a buffer you’ll create against the 
detrimental effects of aging.

Reminiscence Therapy (RT) involves the discussion of past activities, events and 
experiences with another person or group of people, usually with the aid of tangible 
prompts such as photographs, household, and other familiar items from the past, 
music and archive sound recordings.



A stroll down memory lane conjures up 
stories of the past that can be shared  
with future generations.

Storytelling improves cognitive function – and is fun!

RESTORE YOUR MEMORIES

In what is thought to be the largest randomized trial to date, residents gathered 
photographs and talked about family. Participants reported a significant improvement 
in their quality of life. The intervention also reduced their agitation as effectively as 
antipsychotic drugs. 
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Using prescribed photos that ranged from six to 58 photos throughout the five-week
session, we noticed a stronger emotional pull and increased engagement with personal
photos that captured the actual people and events of the residents own life. This
preliminary study suggests that pRT (photo Reminiscence Therapy) stimulation may
reduce dementia symptoms both during participation and as much as 24 to 36 hours
later, when participants showed benefits from the residual effects of the reminiscence
therapy session. This pilot study strongly supports and contributes to a medically valid,
non-pharmacological approach to working with and treating patients with dementia.
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Learn about it
Photo Reminiscence Therapy

Vivid-Pix.com/reminisce

ColorSepia DocumentsRecordsBlack & White Newspapers

®

Simple & Affordable Image Improvement Software

Reminisce Record Remember

Vivid-Pix.com/tell-your-stories

Family History

Adult Living, Home & Mobile Integrated Solution
Scan Restore Record Share

Press Button Use App Add Memory Store Securely or
Share Privately/Broadly

Photos/Documents

Reminisce & Reconnect with loved ones

https://Vivid-Pix.com/reminisce
https://Vivid-Pix.com/tell-your-stories


Vivid-Pix.com

Family History and Genealogy Solutions
for Home, Library, Community Center and Adult Living Locations

Vivid-Pix Commercial Software provides unlimited installs in public available / common area locations.

Select Pick Save

Photo Books Wall Decor Prints

$599.99*
only

(Computers, furniture and signage not included)
*Station Includes: Software & Scanner

*Annual Commercial License

Commercial Software

$199.99*
only


